
How to use intense metallics

180 Ultra Gold

"Mixed in" "Dusted over"

Flux

First of all, intense metallics are not really metallics.  They are tiny plateletts of mica which are coated with various
high tech. materials to make them look like real metals.

If you mixed the pure mica powder like normal paints and painted them on to a tile they would simply dust off after firing.*

To make any pigment stick to china you need to add flux to the mix.  Think of flux as powdered glass which
melts at the right temperature and glues the pigment on to the china.

The Ultra range of mica pigments (180,181,182 and 183) have been mixed with normal china painting flux and fire nice
and bright.  So we sell these as "fluxed" as opposed to the other 3 ranges which are sold "unfluxed" as explained next.

Unfortunately, mixing the other 3 ranges of micas with normal flux doesn't work - they fire chalky and lose their colour
so it needed a rethink. 

Firstly we had to find a flux more friendly to the micas  (=MC2) with the help of experts in Stoke.

Secondly, we realized that mixing in the mica particles with a load of flux effectively buries them within
the body of the mix and only the mica particles on the surface could do any reflecting.  So why not dry ground or "dust"
the pigments over wet MC2 so they stick right on the top the surface where they are free to reflect and flash, and in the
case of the 210 range and 220 range show off their stunning colour changes.

M16 water based medium proved the best medium to use for mixing the MC2 flux it dries slowly.

Mix a little of the MC2 flux with M16 just as if you were mixing your normal colours and paint a few trial brush strokes
on a dark coloured tile, not essential but you get a better contrast. Using a small palette knife, I find a pointed one like our
A1A the best, place 2 or 3 tiny heaps of different micas close to your brush strokes on the tile.  Take care not to sneeze
which will blow away the little piles. It is best to wear a face mask as the particles are very light and easily airborne but
are not chemically harmful.

Use a long soft brush like the F16 or Q12 angled cut liner to gently coax the powder over the slightly wet brush strokes
without the hairs of the brush actually touching the brush strokes and disturbing their form.  With a bit of practice
you can selectively cover the areas with different colours blending them together where they meet.

To add an extra dimension you can use the MC1 raised paste which uses the same MC2 flux and when
mixed with M16 can be applied quite thickly, similar to palette knife painting with acrylics.

Fire lower than usual at 740C to 750C.

This is a decorative technique so best not used for items which will be subject to wear and tear and dishwashers !

* If the tile has been coloured by ground laying with an onglaze colour some of the mica will stick to the surface
because of the presence of flux so take care to lightly brush off any excess after the paste or flux has had time to dry.

  

PLEASE LET ME HAVE ANY QUESTIONS AND WILL AMEND ACCORDINGLY.

WE ARE GETTING SOME FANTASTIC RESULTS USING THE MICAS TO PRODUCE DECALS -_MORE NEWS 
TO FOLLOW SHORTLY - CHRIS and CLAIR
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Ultra metallics - fluxed
Ultra metallics - fluxedUltra metallics - fluxed

Intense metallics unfluxed

Intense metallics unfluxed with colour shift

Intense "twinkle" metallics unfluxed with colour shift

for dusting or painting over a fluxed or unfluxed base 

for dusting or painting ONLY over a fluxed  base 

for dusting or painting ONLY over a fluxed  base 

for dusting or painting ONLY over a fluxed  base 

£2.50 for 3gms£2.50 for 3gms
£9.95 for 15g£9.95 for 15g

Y180 Ultra Gold Y180 Ultra Gold 

180 Ultra Gold 

Y181 Ultra Bronze Y181 Ultra Bronze 

181 Ultra Bronze 

Y182 Ultra Burgundy Y182 Ultra Burgundy 

182 Ultra Burgundy Y183 Ultra Silver(2g)Y183 Ultra Silver(2g)183 Ultra Silver

Intense metallicsIntense metallics
with colour shiftwith colour shift
- unfluxed- unfluxed

for dusting orfor dusting or
painting over apainting over a
fluxed surfacefluxed surface

£3.50 for 2gms£3.50 for 2gms
£12.95 for 15g£12.95 for 15g

Y210 Turquoise - VioletY210 Turquoise - Violet

Y211 Gold - blue

Y210 Turquoise - Violet

Y211 Gold - Blue Y211 Gold - Blue 
Y212 Green - OrangeY212 Green - Orange

Y212 Green - Orange

Y213 Red - GoldY213 Red - Gold
Y213 Red - Gold Y214 Turquoise - SilverY214 Turquoise - Silver

Y214 Turquoise - Silver

          - Magenta - Gold          - Magenta - Gold

Intense "twinkle"Intense "twinkle"
metallicsmetallics
with colour shiftwith colour shift
- unfluxed- unfluxed

 for dusting for dusting
or painting over aor painting over a
fluxed surfacefluxed surface

£3.50 for 2gms£3.50 for 2gms
£12.95 for 15g£12.95 for 15g

Y220 Turquoise - VioletY220 Turquoise - Violet
Y220 Turquoise - Violet

Y221 Green Gold - SilverY221 Green Gold - Silver

Y221 Green Gold - Silver

Y222 Burgundy - GoldY222 Burgundy - Gold

Y222 Burgundy - Gold

Y230 Silver GlitterY230 Silver Glitter
Y230 Silver Glitter
No colour shift

Intense metallicsIntense metallics
- unfluxed- unfluxed

for dusting orfor dusting or
painting over apainting over a
fluxed surfacefluxed surface

£2.50 for 3gms£2.50 for 3gms
£9.95 for 25g£9.95 for 25g

Y190 Green MetallicY190 Green Metallic

190 Green Metallic

Y191 Blue MetallicY191 Blue Metallic

191 Blue Metallic

Y192 Violet MetallicY192 Violet Metallic

192 Violet Metallic

Y193 Turquoise MetallicY193 Turquoise Metallic

193 Turquoise Metallic Y194 Magenta MetallicY194 Magenta Metallic194 Magenta Metallic
Y195 Indigo MetallicY195 Indigo Metallic

195 Indigo Metallic



Some example doodles using a palette knife, and mini piper for the peacock

feather, to apply the MC1 mix and then dusting with the micas before firing to 740C. 

The added texture and black background certainly show the micas
off in their best light.

Have fun with this new range which we have developed over the last year and we
are looking forward to seeing some real artistic creations soon.  
 
  

 

 

*  MC1 Mica texture

      powder is a fluxed base
      for raised work

*  MC2 Mica flux is a

      base for flat applications

*  Use M16 Water based

      medium to mix MC1 or MC2

*  Dust the mica powders

     over wet MC1 or MC2

*  Fire at about 740C

 
  

 

 

*  Unfluxed mica metallics

     need to be dusted (dry grounded)
     over a fluxed base so they will
     stick to the china when fired.
 
  

 

 

Recommended materials
 
  

 

 
Example of applying MC1 with
a pallette knife and dusting with
the 220 twinkle range
 
  

 

 

Water based
 medium

Base for
raised

textures

Base for
 brushed

or sponged
applications

M16

MC1
MC2



D30.220
Turquoise to violet
twinkle colour shift
A4 decal sheet. 

We photographed
the sheet as a roll
to better illustrate the
 colour shift

HQ129
Rectangular tray decorated
with decal D30.220 and
fired to 740C

It both twinkles and changes
colour from turquoise to violet
depending on the viewing
angle.
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